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In looking for a bridge between traditional Jewish and modern views of 
obligations and rights, we can turn to the tradition of federal liberty 

? 

the liberty to live in accordance with the covenant to which one has con 
sented ? as developed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by 
Reformed Protestant theo-political revolutionaries. Taking the biblical 

paradigm as the starting point, it is possible to suggest reconstruction of 
the modern rights model in line with ideas of federal liberty as follows: 

All human beings are created equal and endowed by their Creator with cer 
tain inalienable rights 

? 
e.g., life, liberty, property and the pursuit of 

happiness. All human beings are also created as social beings and as such 
must form communities and polities. The basic right of all humans connect 

ing these two aspects of humanity is the right to covenant, which is both 

right and obligation. The exercise of all rights is through the covenants 

freely entered into by humans. Every individual human and every human 

community and polity lives within this network of covenants and only can 

find expression for rights within a network of covenants. Humanity is the 
sum of its obligations and rights, not to the state but to a transcendent and 

mutually accepted morality. Humans are free because only the free can be 

obligated to be moral and just and only by being obligated to strive to be 
moral and just do they find expression of their inalienable rights. 

A History of Contrasts and Convergences 

Is there a way to bridge between traditional Jewish and modern 
views of obligations and rights? This is a question that we need to con 
front. 

The biblical and subsequent Jewish tradition begins with the idea 
of the consenting community as manifested through covenants; initially 
covenants with God and then subsidiary covenants among humans for 

organizing authority and power. Those covenants established a system 
of obligations that included implied or stated rights, protections and 

liberties (using the English terminology, not Hebrew). Those who 

accepted the obligations accordingly were entitled to certain rights, 

protections and liberties, in the biblical terminology, tzedakah 
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u'mishpat. This view, or some variant of it, animated Jewish and, 
later, enlightened Christian views of obligations and rights until 

modern times. 
In Western Europe in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries 

there was a revolution in the prevailing conception of rights and obli 

gations, whose turning point came in the seventeenth century. The 
revolution began with the sixteenth century Reformed Protestant 

emphasis on covenant which opened the door. The seventeenth century 
natural rights philosophers' emphasis on political compact, a secular 
ized version of the Reformed Protestant covenant, established a new 
basis for human rights and gave them precedence over obligations. 
Their theories were the basis of the great eighteenth century revolu 
tions that emphasized the primacy of "natural rights" or "the rights of 

man." The eighteenth century revolutionaries' emphasis on the social 
contract which spread the idea of the political contract in continental 

Europe (other than covenantal Switzerland) became the dominant form 
of covenantal thinking on the continent. 

Recall the differences between the three forms. Covenant involves 
a public act linking the human parties through or with a transcendent 

power. Political compact involves a public act based on mutual 

promises among human parties without any necessity for invoking a 
transcendent power. It might still be invoked ? for decoration or even 
because there are those who see it as important in some way to do so, 
but mutuality rendered it unnecessary to make the pact a binding one. 
The social contract, nominally a public act, really involves more 
narrow agreements among human parties freed of other constraints. 

This secularization led to a system whereby rights came to take 

precedence over obligations or, as they came to be called, responsibili 
ties; indeed, a situation in which rights were real and necessary and 

responsibilities were voluntary. In the early stages of this transforma 
tion, it was assumed that for every right there was a correlative 

responsibility. But, unlike rights, the responsibilities were not graven 
in stone. At most they might be written down in constitutions as a way 
to base a civil society on an individual rights-based system. 

In the by-now-disestablished Jewish polity, obligation continued to 
be at the basis of Jewish organization but it became voluntary obliga 
tion, with rights flowing from it, not just protections and liberties. As 
one took on the obligations, one gained rights. The Jews also became a 
consensual rather than a consenting community. 

For the new democratic polities, the voluntary dimension ? the 
consensual dimension ? was also very important. That is one of the 
reasons why the United States has always insisted, for example, on 
the right of emigration. The right of emigration is one of the critical 
American rights, although it is nowhere stated in the Bill of Rights or 
any similar document, because in order for people to be free to consent, 
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they have to be free to leave. This is a right that the American gov 
ernment has defended for Jews and others at least since the nineteenth 

century. 
In the late modern epoch, a dissatisfaction with this libertarian 

model in some quarters led to what Eric Fromm termed the escape from 

freedom, based on a new system of deference. In the modern world, this 
led to totalitarianism. The closest Jewish example of this is the haredi 

(ultra-orthodox) community whose embrace is well nigh total and 
where hierarchical deference takes the place of either the traditional 
form of obligations and protections or the modern form of rights and 

obligations. 
After World War II, the world entered the postmodern epoch. As 

part of the climax of its first generation in the 1960s, there developed a 

popular neo-contractarian spirit that soon was embodied in an 
intellectual school. John Rawls and Ronald Dworkin are good examples 
of that school. It has led to new conceptions of rights without corre 

sponding obligations or responsibilities. Their thought was widely 
echoed in popular behavior. Marriage, for example, was transformed 
from a covenant into a contract. 

This is an enormously important transition fraught with all kinds 
of meaning. For the Jewish community, for example, the synagogue 
becomes essentially a contractarian institution. Rights become totally 
detached from responsibilities or obligations except as an individual 

may or may not choose to contract and so then has to observe the terms 
of the contract. 

Jewish life has had to conform to these new directions. Modern Jews 
developed a tradition combining rights and responsibilities. In that 

respect the Jewish experience was like that of every other premodern 
tradition which had provided protections for individuals. The modern 

project replaced those traditions with a conception of rights as a pre 
eminent aspect of individualism. Even if there is an argument among 
postmoderns as to whether rights should be linked with responsibili 
ties or emphasized exclusively with only the most minimal individual 
self-limitation on a fully free and voluntary basis, all conceptions of 

rights must be within the framework of the modern project. 
The paradox is that there was an extraordinary biblical influence 

on the development of modern rights theory. Whereas the biblical and 
classical traditions shared a sense of community and obligation, that is 
to say, both emphasized the primacy of the community, and the 

importance of individual obligations to the community because it was 
so primary, the biblical tradition diverges from the classical tradition 
and is more closely aligned with the modern one on the issue of equal 
ity. 

The classical tradition is essentially a tradition of inequality. In 

the biblical tradition, human obligation is ultimately to God and all 
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humans are equally obligated in fundamental ways to God. Even 

though the community becomes important, in this sense it is still a me 

diating institution between the individual and God. Therefore the bib 
lical sense of equality is closer to the modern sense than it is to the 
classical tradition of the community of unequals, which is why Hobbes, 

Spinoza, Locke, and the other seventeenth century philosophic revolu 
tionaries who broke with the classical theory all drew on biblical 
sources. 

Not only did they draw on biblical sources, but part of their 
revolution was to go back literally to the biblical texts themselves 

following the text-oriented tradition established in the Protestant 
Reformation in the previous century. They looked at the biblical text 

"straight," not through the traditions which they inherited respec 

tively. They were influenced by their direct reading of the Bible, un 

mediated in any conscious way. Indeed, they made an effort not to have 
their reading mediated through the traditions from which they came. 

Philosophically, they continued the classical enterprise, but they 
rejected the central ideas of the classical enterprise and went to the 
biblical enterprise when it came to the question of anthropology. As we 

look for a bridge, we have to go back to the seventeenth century and 
seek clues as to where it might be possible to build bridges. 

Federal Liberty 

There was an effort to build a bridge at that time, not a Jewish 
effort, but there was a non-Jewish effort that was shared by the theo 

political revolutionaries at the time that was part of the political 
theology that grew out of Reformed Protestantism that may have 

something to say to our problem. And that is the tradition of federal 

liberty; the liberty to live according to the covenant to which one has 
consented. 

When John Winthrop, who was probably the foremost Puritan ar 
ticulator of the idea of federal liberty, talked about it in seventeenth 

century Massachusetts, he talked about both belief and practice to 

gether: 

There is a twofold liberty, natural (I mean as our nature is now cor 

rupt) and civil or federal. The first is common to man with beasts 
and other creatures. By this, man, as he stands in relation to man 

simply, hath liberty to do what he lists; it is a liberty to evil as 
well as to good. This liberty is incompatible and inconsistent with 

authority and cannot endure the least restraint of the most just au 

thority. The exercise and maintaining of this liberty makes men 

grow more evil and in time to be worse than brute beasts: omnes 
sumus licentia deteriores. This is that great enemy of truth and 
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peace, that wild best, which all of the ordinances of God are bent 

against, to restrain and subdue it. The other kind of liberty I call 
civil or federal; it may also be termed moral, in reference to the 
covenant between God and man, in the moral law and the politic 
covenants and constitutions amongst men themselves. This liberty is 
the proper end and object of authority and cannot subsist without it; 
and it is a liberty to that only which is good, just and honest. 

In Jewish tradition there is much more room for freedom of belief, as 

against freedom of practice. In that sense, the original formulations of 
federal liberty were quite draconian. Nonetheless there is something to 
be learned from going back to the foundations of federal liberty as 

Winthrop and his peers understood them, namely that civil society is 
based on the covenants to which the people have consented and by 
which they are bound. They determine one's obligations, but they also 
determine one's liberties or rights. 

Thomas Hobbes formulated a secularized and far more limited ver 
sion of this doctrine in Leviathan, listing fifteen necessary articles of 

agreement or covenant to which all must consent in order to constitute 
civil society: 

1. To seek peace, and follow it. 
2. By all means we can, to defend ourselves. 
3. That men perform their covenants made. 
4. That a man which receiveth benefit from another of mere 

grace, endeavor that he which giveth it, have no reasonable 
cause to repent him of his good will. 

5. That every man strive to accommodate himself to the rest. 
6. That upon caution of the future time, a man ought to pardon the 

offences past of them that repenting, desire it. 
7. That in revenges, men look not at the greatness of the evil past, 

but the greatness of the good to follow. 
8. That no man by deed, work, countenance, or gesture, declare 

hatred, or contempt of another. 
9. That every man acknowledge another for his equal by nature. 

10. That at the entrances into conditions of peace, no man require to 
reserve to himself any right which he is not content should be 
reserved to every one of the rest. 

11. If a man be trusted to judge between man and man, that he deal 

equally between them. 
12. That such things as cannot be divided, be enjoyed in common, if 

it can be; and if the quality of the thing permit, without stint; 
otherwise proportionably to the number of them that have 

right. 
13. That the entire right; or else, making the use alternate, the 

first possession be determined by lot. 
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